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Outline
 Mirrlees and Arvi (2020)


Kamanetz (2010) and Staley (2019)


Brown and Kurzweil (2017)


Christiansen and Eyhring (2011) 


 Dr Janja Komljenovic's Presentation


EdTech Debate - YOUR Contributions


EdTech & Wellness - OUR ContributionLet's get...technical!







Mirrlees and 
Arvi (2019)


Marx + Political Economy of
Communication (PEC)


EdTech & Capitalism
Critical Social Study
Morality = Human use


Reconfiguring Private to
Public Goods


OCW
MOOC


Define: the "big five" EdTech
giants (F Ax3 M)


https://brill.com/view/title/31597







Kamanetz (2010)


Open education movement


DIY University
Free
Open-source
Self-directed learning


Four trends guiding higher
education transformation:


80/20 rule
"The Great Unbundling"
Techno-hybridization
Personal learning
networks


https://directory.pocketsuite.io/family-
handyman-diy-university/







Staley (2019)
Story of Teresa Sullivan


How do colleges adapt to
the "realities of the
external environment"?


Adaptations across history:
Community colleges
Experimental institutions 
German research
universities


"Feasible Utopias"
Interface University
University of the Body
Future University


https://uniavisen.dk/en/the-utopian-
university/







Brown and
Kurzweil (2017)


Definitions 
Alternative credentials
Alternative pathways


5 forms of "post-secondary
credentials and pathways"


Key Trends
Purpose: shorter/cheaper
Attractiveness and growth
Policy Recommendations


https://www-chronicle-com.ezp-
prod1.hul.harvard.edu/article/how-to-make-smart-


choices-about-tech-for-your-course/







Christiansen and
Eyring (2011)


Preserving the "DNA" of
Traditional Universities


"Unique" competitive
advantages


Discovery
Remembering 
Mentoring


Campuses and Professoriate


To serve "Digital Natives,"
need competitive disruption


https://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~memhall/a
nnenberg.html







Dr. Janja
Klomenovic's
Presentation


"Digital products and services
supporting teaching, learning, research


and all other processes in LLL" 


EdTech in Higher Ed







Highlights
The commonality of all EdTech
business models:


Where there is monetization, it is in
the form of subscriptions
Digital platforms
Generation of digital data


Political Economy
32 EdTech unicorns 
$14.9 B of EdTech funding in first
three quarters of 2021
Most investment (8.94B) in US
Mismatch b/w valuation and profit


Emerging Discourse
"Data governance should be
envisioned as a project of collective
democratic obligation"


https://www.iberdrola.com/innovation/unicorn-
companies-technology-startups







Jeff, Ashley, Emily: 


EdTech and Accessibility 


Timary, Lauren, Emma: 


EdTech is Effective


Jack, Claudia, Vera: 


Partial Digitization


Lourdes, Felix, Kate: 


Profit v. Social Impact?
Abel and Sienna: 


In-person Benefits? 


YOUR Contributions


White: Qualifying EdTech
Purple: Pro-EdTech
Pink: Anti-EdTech 







Wellness Issues for Higher
Education: A Guide for Student
Affairs and Higher Education


by David S. Anderson (2015)
Interpersonal Communication


Mental Health
Internet
Technology


Chapter 4: Technology
Social Networking
Cyberbullying, etc.


https://www.routledge.com/Wellness-Issues-for-Higher-Education-A-
Guide-for-Student-Affairs-and-Higher/Anderson/p/book/9781138020979
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Inequalities and Diversity 
in Higher Education


Ashley Álvarez and Felix Bulwa







Roadmap
I. Textbook Review


II. Student Input on Additional Issues


III. Deeper Dive on Meritocracy


IV. Deeper Dive on Affirmative Action







Textbook Review







Primary Points


I. Why HE? Why not HE? 


II. Students in HE: Underrepresented v. Disadvantaged 


v. Vulnerable Students


III. Key Social Concepts


IV. Projects and Pathways







Why HE? Why not HE? 


Monetary Benefits: HE as a way 
to gain individual wealth via 
higher earnings


Monetary Costs: Affordability as 
a barrier to HE


HE as the ‘great equalizer’: BUT it 
benefits students of color, low-income 
students, and women less than their 
counterparts post-graduation; ex: gender 
and racial/ethnic wage gap, hiring 
discrimination







Within HE:
Students and Social 


Concepts







Underrepresented 
Students


A group of students whose 
representation in the student 
body is lower than that of a 


comparable group within the 
same population. The group 
can be determined by age, 


gender, nationality, 
socioeconomic class, or 


other identities. The 
population can be the entire 


student population, a specific 
department, a club, etc...


Students in Higher Education
The following students are those that experience inequalities in the form of barriers to reach and succeed in HE.


Disadvantaged 
Students


Students who experience a 
temporary (ex: pregnancy), 


often occurring (ex: 
fluctuating family income), 
or permanent (ex: physical 
disability) challenge during 


their time in HE. 


 Vulnerable 
Students


Students who are at risk of 
becoming disadvantaged. 


Examples range from 
students who are minors and 


require a loco parentis to a 
student whose presence at 
the institution relies on their 


GPA.







Capital
● Pioneered by Pierre Bourdieu
● Three forms of capital: 


economic, social, and cultural
● The forms of capital do not act 


independently; social position 
grants varying degrees of 
access which creates various 
dynamics of privilege and 
inequality 


● Role in higher education: 
Access to higher education, type 
of institution one attends, job 
opportunities post-graduation


Equality of Access/Opportunity ↔ Equality of Outcomes
● Political concepts that shift depending on political 


ideologies ie those who attribute success (or lack thereof) to 
meritocracy vs social inequalities


● Eq. of Access/Opportunity: Removing barriers for 
disadvantaged students to access HE


● Eq. of Outcomes: reducing/eliminating barriers leads to 
equality of outcomes across different groups of students


● Sociology studies social mobility across generations  
● Examples in higher education: Affirmative action, widening 


participation policies, academic support within schools


Key Social Concepts







Social Mobility
● The movement of individuals 


between different positions of 
status


● Sociology studies social mobility 
across generations  


● Higher education: a mechanism 
of social mobility; a degree as a 
credential that is a form of and 
can help gain capital


Social Stratification
● The tendency of socially 


(dis)advantaged children to remain 
(dis)advantaged; helps predict 
social mobility


● Vertical stratification: quantity of 
education received + level


● Horizontal stratification: quality of 
education + the type


● Role in higher education: Vertical 
and horizontal stratification creates 
a hierarchy of education, with 
some experiences ‘better’ than 
others; this helps build capital







Widening Participation
● A policy- primarily in Europe- created to 


increase diversity and help historically 
underrepresented students gain access to 
HE


● Identifies specific groups to target for 
initiatives; highly contested


● Related Concepts: Raising aspirations as a 
strategy, ‘sacrificing’ excellence for equality


Diversity in HE
● An international goal to make HE reflect 


diverse society
● Three forms: Structural (numerical diversity), 


Informal Interactional (frequency + quality of 
intergroup interactions), and Classroom (how 
the curriculum and your peers serve as 
resources for learning)


● Proponents argue it is a responsibility of HE to 
advance social progress by granting a 
post-secondary education to 
underrepresented students 


● Benefits: Development of students’ skills 
navigating a diverse society, positively 
influences learning outcomes in and out of the 
classroom


● Drawbacks: Numerous burdens on students, 
including placing the burden on them to 
educate peers and build their sense of 
belonging 







Convergence of students 
and concepts:


Projects and Pathways







Class Projects


Definition: Idea that students from similar class backgrounds will naturally 
congregate to achieve shared goals


Manifestation in HE: Social 
Closure & Class Mobility/ 
Reproduction via 
achievement


Social Closure: Wealthy students exclusively socialize with 
each other; ex: Fraternities with fees, social activities 
requiring money. Results in connections, from professional 
to platonic to romantic, forming within one economic class


Class Mobility/Reproduction: When students view and 
use HE for class mobility, a form of social mobility. Class 
reproduction occurs when these students use HE to attain a 
high academic achievement which leads to professional 
and financial achievement 







College Pathways
Definition: The trajectories for students to generally follow based upon their class projects


Party Pathway
➔ For students more 


interested in the social 
aspect of college than 
the academic/ 
professional  benefits


➔ Due to these students 
being able to afford this 
pathway, it is a 
mechanism of social 
closure 


Mobility Pathway
➔ For students interested 


in class mobility 
➔ Textbook outlines it is 


the “most inclusive and 
accessible” as HE helps 
all students, regardless 
of their background, 
attain a form of capital


Professional Pathway
➔ For students interested 


in class mobility/ 
reproduction via 
achievement


➔ Helps students who did 
not have capital gain it 
and achieve class 
mobility (see Anthony 
Jack’s The Privileged 
Poor) AND exacerbates 
inequalities by giving 
students who already 
had capital attain more 







Summary of Chapter
● Why HE? Complicated answer: ‘HE is the great equalizer’ 
● Various students experience inequality in HE
● Social concepts, like cultural capital and equality of access, affect these 


students
● Students from similar backgrounds and life experiences may congregate 


and have similar goals (class projects) which affects their paths in HE 
(college pathways)







Student Input on 
Additional Issues 







Indigenous Students
(by Ashley)


➔ “American colleges stood beside church 
and state… of a civilization built on 
bondage” (Wilder)


➔ Tribal Colleges/Universities, or TCUs, 
provide educational programs that are  
“locally and culturally based, holistic, 
and supportive”


➔ Rarity for institutions outside TCUs to 
make Indigenous values and history a 
tenet of their school curriculum or 
culture


Specific Communities
Challenges of inequality and diversity arise saliently in marginalized communities:


LGBTQ+ and Gender Discrimination
(by Emily)


➔ Need for recognition and awareness of a 
gender spectrum within traditionally 
all-male or all-female schools


➔ Discrimination of transgender students 
from single-gender schools


➔ Patriarchal structures in schools feed into 
patriarchal structures in the greater 
society


➔ Respresses and pokes fun at femininity, 
especially harmful for Black females







Immigrants and Refugee Students
(by Jack)


➔ From the 65,000 undocumented 
immigrants who graduate high school, 
only 7-13k enroll in a postsecondary 
institution


➔ Ineligible to receive federal financial aid
➔ Many states that provide such funding 


are dependent on the survival of DACA
➔ Fear of deportment, feelings of negative 


perceptions, and more contribute to 
increased risk for mental health issues


Specific Communities (cont.)
Challenges of inequality and diversity arise saliently in marginalized communities:


Income Disparities and FGLI Students
(by Jeff)


➔ Reported obstacles to succeeding 
academically include:
◆ Job and family responsibilities 
◆ Weak math, English and/or study skills
◆ Stress and depression


➔ Imposter syndrome and the burden of 
“navigating unfamiliar professional and social 
cultures”


➔ Lack of financial aid support for middle class 
families, contributing to increased college 
debt







Faculty Diversity + Ethnic Studies
(by Timary)


➔ Disparity between diversity of students 
and faculty
◆ 76% of higher ed faculty are white, while 


only 55% of undergraduates are white
➔ Younger faculty generally more diverse 


than their tenured counterparts
➔ Faculty as role models and harbingers of 


belonging
➔ “When taught by a minority teacher, 


performance gaps between white and 
minority students falls by 20 to 50%”


Specific Issues
Challenges of inequality and diversity can also center around underlying societal issues


Tenure + Racial Discrimination
(by Claudia)


➔ Controversial case of Prof. Lorgia García Peña 
denied tenure despite experience and 
accolades


➔ Upholding Eurocentric model at Harvard
➔ “Harvard’s student body self-identifies itself as 


54% people of color but tenured faculty 
members make up only 9% of that 
composition”


➔ Black women at historically white institutions 
report feelings of being “space invaders” and 
experiencing “invisibleness”







Choosing Majors + Lack of Gender 
Diversity


(by Lauren)


➔ Early socialization, gendered occupational 
preferences, and cultural expectations all 
contribute to gender disparities in college 
majors


➔ The more gendered an institution is 
across the board, the more segregated 
their fields of study tend to be


Specific Issues (cont.)
Challenges of inequality and diversity can also center around underlying societal issues


Housing Insecurity + Caregiving 
Responsibilities 


(by Mystery Person)


➔ Differences in income and housing access 
made especially salient during the COVID 
evictions


➔ Nonresidential students, especially in 
community colleges, left without stable 
housing


➔ “Impoverished mothers/caregivers, caregiving 
as an unpaid, unrecognized labor directly 
diminishes their professional mobility”







Graduate School Entrance Exams
(by Felix)


➔ “High GRE test scores time and again tend 
to correlate with a student’s 
socioeconomic status, race, and gender” 
(Clayton)


➔ Time-pressured nature of LSAT makes the 
test a worse predictor of law school 
success and contributes to racial 
performance gap 


➔ High MCAT scores favor population 
groups that are already well represented 
in the medical field


Influences of Schools and Admission
Other times, the schools themselves can contribute to a system of inequality


Schools and Social Identity 
(by Sienna)


➔ Dissociation of elite university students from 
the school


➔ Vacuum of belonging leaves room for “social 
organizations, including pre-professional 
groups, cultural affinity groups, and performing 
arts groups” to create communities with which 
to further identify


➔ Barriers and inequalities of student-run tryouts 
and auditions (“comps”), rewarding certain 
types of capital and behavior







Through both macro- 
and micro-perspectives, 
inequality persists 







Deeper Dive:
Meritocracy 







Definition from the Textbook


Meritocracy
● The belief that hard work and, in more drastic 


conceptions, genetically-given abilities guarantee 
success


● Role in higher education: A meritocratic view 
believes college admissions should only consider 
students based off their individual achievements 
and not their background/capital







Origin of the word
▰ Coined by sociologist Michael Dunlop Young in his book, The Rise 


of the Meritocracy (1958)
▻ A dystopian novel set in the UK where society is divided by 


elite with ‘merit’ and everyone else; this merit was determined 
by tests that determined innate talent, and this merit gave the 
elite their status


▰ The idea of using merit/’natural gifts’ isn’t new, but Young named it 
▰ Young is vehemently against the adoption of a pro-meritocratic 


view: “I have been sadly disappointed by my 1958 book… The book 
was a satire intended to be a warning (which needless to say has 
not been heeded)” (Young 2001)


Down with the meritocracy
Michael Young (2001)







The Meritocracy: Testing, Harvard, and Inequality in Social Mobility


1905
Development 
of first IQ test 


WWI
Harvard Prof. 
Robert Yerkes 
administers IQ 
test on soldiers 
for a eugenics 


study 


1923
Princeton Prof. 


Carl Brigham says 
study proves white 


Americans are 
inherently smarter 
than other groups  


1926
Brigham is 
hired by the 


College Board 
to create and 


administer the 
SAT  


The Tyranny of Meritocracy: Democratizing Higher Education
Lani Guinier (2015)







The Meritocracy: Testing, Harvard, and Inequality in Social Mobility


▰ Charles W. Elliot 
(1869-1909): Changed 
admissions exams from 
Harvard-devised to those 
administered by the 
College Entrance Exam 
Board (later the College 
Board) to get more 
economically diverse but 
intelligent students; one of 
the first to equate 
college-entrance exams 
to accurate 
measurements of 
intelligence


▰ Abbott Lawrence 
Lowell (1909-33): 
Anti-Semetic; changed 
admissions to include 
interviews, photos, 
letters of rec, and 
criteria to include 
character, legacy, and 
athleticism; creation of 
the ‘well-rounded’ 
applicant


▰ James Conant (1933-1953): 
Wanted to give need-blind 
scholarships to ‘deserving’ 
students from middle 
class + immigrant families; 
adopted SAT as a 
screening for scholarship 
recipients; one of the first 
examples of testing = 
merit and merit = 
deserving of entrance 
into HE


Guinier (2015)







The Meritocracy: Testing, Harvard, and Inequality in Social Mobility


Public Goods, Private Goods: The American Struggle Over Educational Goals
David Labaree (1997)


▰ Three goals of an education: “democratic equality”, 
“social efficiency”, and “social mobility” = making 
citizens, making workers, and making competitors for 
capital (39)


▰ A meritocratic education = pro social mobility; 
competition between students for positions in HE 
especially at elite HE institutions like Harvard







Labaree (1997)


“[E]ducation can only promote social mobility 
(and simultaneously preserve the positional 


advantage of the privileged) to the extent 
that it prevents most students from reaching 


the top of the educational pyramid.” (65)


social stratification


inequality of access







IN SUMMARY


(Prejudiced) Testing → (Problematic) Admissions Practices


Meritocracy


Harms previously discussed student populations + 
Reinforces previously discussed social concepts 







Deeper Dive:
Affirmative Action &
the Supreme Court







Tracing the Legal History of Affirmative 
Action in the U.S.


Regents of 
UC v. 
Bakke


Gratz & 
Grutter


Fisher v.. 
University 
of Texas


Students 
for Fair 
Admissions 
v. Harvard


1978 2003 2016 2021







Regents 
of UC v. 
Bakke


DETAILS and DECISIONS:


● Allan Bakke (white, male) failed to 
gain admittance to UC Davis Med, 
arguing that his application was 
superior to any of the students who 
gained entry through sixteen 
“qualified minority” spots


● Narrow 5-4 court decision
○ The majority found that no 


university could institute a racial 
quota for applications, as it 
violated the 1964 Civil Rights Act


○ The remaining four justices 
contended that race could be 
used as a factor, among other 
criteria







Grutter v. 
Bollinger & 
Gratz v. 
Bollinger


DETAILS and DECISIONS:


● Jennifer Gratz denied admission to 
UMichigan undergraduate, which 
awards admission “points” to 
applicants from “underrepresented 
minorities”
○ Supreme Court 6-3 majority held 


that such a system, especially 
rewarding with race, was not 
sufficiently tailored to pass 
scrutiny


● On the same day, the Court decided 
the case of Barbara Grutter, a Michigan 
Law applicant
○ This time, the 5-4 majority found 


that the admissions process was 
individualized and advanced a 
“compelling interest of diversity”  







Fisher v. 
U of 
Texas


DETAILS and DECISIONS:


● The University of Texas system 
implements a “Top Ten Percent 
Plan,” which offers automatic 
admission to Texas high school 
students in the top 10% of their 
class. After those spots are filled, 
race is a consideration for the rest 
of the class.


● Supreme Court 4-3 majority found 
that the use of race was admissible, 
since it was a part of a “holistic 
process” that “serve a compelling 
state interest” of diversity







Students 
for Fair 
Admissions 
v. Harvard


DETAILS and DECISIONS:


● Currently on its (slow) way to the Supreme 
Court, likely to be heard in 2022!


● Plaintiffs argue that Harvard’s admissions 
system discriminates against Asian 
American applicants through lower 
“personal scores” 


● District and appellate courts both sided 
with Harvard, saying that there exists no 
quota, and the process is sufficiently 
holistic despite purposeful actions for 
racial diversity


● Based on prior rulings, where do you think 
this one will fall?







TAKEAWAY #1:
Just as societal 
leanings change, so too 
does American law 
(... eventually) 







TAKEAWAY #2:
Even Supreme Court 
“decisions” are made 
on a slim margin. The 
future of Affirmative 
Action is undecided







“Those who, by dint of effort and talent, prevail in a 
competitive meritocracy are indebted in ways the 


competition obscures… In this way, even a fair 
meritocracy induces a mistaken impression – that we 


have made it on our own. The years of strenuous effort 
demanded of applicants to elite universities almost 


forces them to believe that their success is their own 
doing, and that if they fall short, they have no one to 


blame but themselves.”


- Michael Sandel, Tyranny of Merit







Questions / Comments?
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Chapter 4: College Impact 
on Students


Lauren Yang & Vera Petrovic







Defining “College Impact”


● Effect of institutional structures + processes on student outcomes 
(employment, social mobility, academic achievement, belonging, social 
integration, etc.)


● Perpetual cycle: student choices and behaviors can reinforce or negate 
institutional effects (student leadership, activism, support, etc.)


● Period Effects: national or global incidents that impact college students on a 
broad scale (COVID-19 pandemic, wars)


● Cycle of formal and informal structures, institutions, society, and students











“Integration and Socialization”
● Socialization: the processes through which students gain 


knowledge, attitudes, and values within their campus 
communities


● Campus communities have norms, expectations, values → 
students recognize these norms → students (may) engage 
in socialization to achieve/embody these norms and 
values


● Socialization is often purposeful and intentional; can 
include language, knowledge, and skills. 


● Integration: the processes through which a student 
assimilates into university culture/internalizes university 
values. 


● What prevents integration? Isolation/lack of social or 
academic acceptance


● What influences integration? Institutional size, 
selectivity, racial/ethnic composition (Hurtado 2007)















Retention Model (Tinto 
1975) 


Integration (not simply 
interaction) with academic 


and social structures 
influences student 


retention rate.


Students develop their own 
experiences/associations 


before college, but 
engaging with certain 


structures can weaken or 
strengthen their 


preexisting opinions and 
proclivities.







Undergraduate 
Socialization Model 


(Weidman 1989) 


“Undergraduate socialization” refers to the processes through which 
“students in the university community acquire the knowledge, 


language, skills, and attitudes valued by the community” (Klemencic, 
2021, p. 3). 







Readjusting “social toolkits” in the face of COVID-19


● “Social toolkits” are “skills, habits, rituals, and views that enable individuals 
to navigate various situations and scenarios” (Swindler, 1986, p. 273)


● Toolkits inform strategies of action, i.e., how different individuals or 
institutions approach situations and aspirations


● “Lawn Games, Anyone?” (Redden, 2020) and “Big Time (Virtual) Rush: 
Students reflect on community aspects, downfall of Greek life as hybrid 
recruitment begins” (Xiong, 2020) both feature institutions and students 
readjusting their social toolkits and strategies of action post COVID-19 







Student Lifestyle Choices
● Taking care of oneself


○ Transition to adulthood (nutritious foods, laundry, running errands, 
cleaning, organizing personal schedules, etc.) 


● Building relationships
○ FOMO + socialization
○ Friendships with those similar to you


● Constructing a unique self
○ Creation and comparison of identities through social media


● Balancing work and play
○ Social learning and friendships vs. academic demands







Measures of Student Learning
Indirect Measures:


● Achievement
○ Graduation rates, times to 


degrees, employment and 
graduate salaries


● Propensity to learn
○ Student engagement
○ Student approach to learning


● Learning environment
○ Student satisfaction and 


engagement surveys


Direct Measures:


● Learning outcomes:


● Examples: Collegiate Learning 
Assessment, GRE







Academically Adrift, Arum and Roska, 2011


● More students enter college “academically adrift”
○ Definition: poorly prepared for academic life and have attitudes, 


values, and behaviors at odds with academic commitment
● Students and HEIs have shifted their focus away from academics


○ Students spend fewer hours studying
○ Faculty devote little energy to teaching
○ Administrators direct resources to non-academic areas
○ GPAs and degree completion have not changed though


● “The art of college management” - success is achieved by controlling 
college, not through hard work







Academically Adrift, Student Discussions


Overarching Questions:


1. Beyond broad generalizations, who is actually academically adrift?
2. Thinking about the indirect and direct measures of learning, are Arum and 


Roska’s metrics of evaluation sufficient? What else should they have 
considered beyond reduced hours studying and GPAs?


3. How important are courses and academic learning to the purpose of college?
4. What are the underlying mechanisms, pre-college, that have poorly prepared 


students for college?
5. How are Arum and Roska’s claims supported, or questioned, by Harvard 


experiences?







Academically Adrift, Student Discussions


Major Themes:


● Overly critical view of students
○ Other factors involved: part-time jobs, priorities, etc.


● Purpose of college + non-academic learning
○ Professional development
○ Moral and personal development


● Harvard applications:
○ Faculty/student relationships - Q guide evaluations
○ Teaching practice - credentials, impact on students, pitted against 


research priorities
○ Performative transactions for grades, grade inflation







Student Mental Health in College


“College Students: Mental Health Problems and Treatment Considerations,” 2020


● College as a unique site of stress: adult-like responsibilities, academic load, 
pressures of relationships and socialization, professional considerations and 
pursuit, work and family responsibilities


● Prevalence of mental health problems and disorders among college students
○ Anxiety disorders (11.9%), depression (7-9%), eating disorders (9.5%)


● Mental health treatment rates are extremely low (due to fear of personal 
stigma, lack of time, perceiving treatment as nonessential, etc.)


● Unaddressed increase in demand for counseling and specialized services
● How can colleges mitigate this and help students navigate stress factors? 


What are the implications of Arum and Roska’s exhortations on student 
mental health?
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Module Recap: 
The Study of Colleges 
and Universities as 
Organizations







What’s Ahead


Overview of 
Textbook Chapter
(including overview of 


type of HE institutions)


Overview of 
Kerr’s The Idea 


of a 
Multiversity 


Reflecting on 
Our “Build Your 


Own Institution” 
Activity


2







Defining our conceptual framework
Two lines of research 


3







GRAND THEORIES
Thinking about colleges and 
universities as operating in a 
larger societal context 


TWO THEORIES
THEORIES OF MIDDLE RANGE
Zooming in - thinking about 
how universities operate as 
organizations in and of 
themselves 


4







GRAND THEORIES
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES FUNCTION IN LARGER SOCIETAL 


CONTEXT


5







Grand Theorists
Karl Marx


Universities - part of 
“‘Überbau’ 
(superstructure)”


Maintaining capitalist 
status quo


Rooted in differences 
between class and 
power imbalances 


Pierre Bourdieu


Upper class citizens 
have more access to 
HE, can attain even 
more cultural capital 
in the form of a 
diploma


Their kids will also be 
likely to access HE 


The cycle repeats 


Emily Durkheim


The functioning of 
society relies on 
adherence to a shared 
set of moral values


Schools mediate these 
values
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THEORIES OF MID 
RANGE


7


COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES FUNCTION AS ORGANIZATIONS 
THEMSELVES







Theories of Mid Range
Loose Coupling


Universities are made 
up of units that 
function 
independently


“Organized Anarchies”


Universities have 
irrational decision-
making processes


Conflicting goals


Avoiding problems 
rather than solving them 


Fluid participation 


Professional Bureaucracy 


Institutions hire 
professionals who each 
have agency over their 
own work 


Fragmented system of 
professionals working 
separately but under the 
same institutional 
umbrella
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HOW DO UNIVERSITIES SURVIVE THE COMPETITION


+ 3 E’S 
+ Efficient organizational processes
+ Economics - trade off of value for the cost
+ Effectiveness - social responsibility and 


impact
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Types of Higher Education 
Institutions


As described by you!







Funding Model
+ Public (Felix) - Enroll ~75% of US college 


students
+ State universities (Ashley) 


+ Funded and overseen by state govt.
+ Community Colleges (Kate)


+ Accessible two year degree programs


+ Private (Emily) - Enroll ~20% of US college 
students


+ Subject to intense market competition
+ Rely heavily on outside fundraising







Institutional Missions (pt. 1):
+ Research Universities (Vera)


+ Prioritize research and graduate programs 
alongside undergraduate teaching


+ Princeton, UCLA, Stanford, etc.
+ Liberal Arts Colleges (Abel)


+ Focus on undergraduate studies of the arts and 
sciences


+ Promote of a general curriculum and 
multidisciplinary exposure


+ Williams College, Amherst College etc.







Institutional Missions (pt. 2)
+ Polytechnic universities (Marcos)


+ Focus on the development of technology, science and 
engineering


+ MIT, Caltech, WPI, etc.
+ Entrepreneurial Universities (Lauren)


+ Create an environment conducive for developing 
entrepreneurial behaviors and mindsets


+ Closely interact with government institutions and 
private industries







Specific population serving institutions (pt 1.)
+ HBCUs (Remi)


+ First HBCUs predate the civil war and were created to give Black 
youth the opportunity to receive basic education


+ Receives federal funding from the U.S DOE’s Title III budget and 
some state funding (though funding disparities exist)


+ Women’s Colleges (Lourdes)
+ Created in the mid to late 19th century to create higher 


education opportunities for women
+ Consistent centering of women's empowerment, equity, and 


basing the liberal arts experience in the legacy of women's 
academic advancement







Specific population serving institutions (pt 2.)
+ Tribal colleges and universities (Jack)


+ established in the late 1960s to provide higher education 
rooted in indigenous values and knowledge to indigenous 
peoples


+ Chartered by tribal governments under their authority as 
sovereign nations


+ Hispanic-Serving Colleges and Universities 
(Sienna)


+ 2 and 4 year, public and private nonprofit HEIs where Latino 
students comprise ≥ 25% of all students


+ First federal designation in 1992







Institutional Statuses:
+ Elite Higher Education Institutions (Emma)


+ Colleges or universities whose prestige holds significant weight 
within societal culture


+ Status achieved via historical prominence, research production, 
connections to influential society members, etc.


+ World Class Universities (Timary)
+ Play an essential role in creating knowledge, educating highly 


skilled future leaders, and creating competitiveness  in the global 
knowledge economy


+ Must be included on the top lists of World University Rankings







Alternative Models
+ OpenCourseware (OCW) movement (Claudia)


+ Provides alternative forms of knowledge dissemination and/or skill 
accreditation outside of the traditional university context


+ Rely heavily on the digital world to provide knowledge and skill 
accreditation and can overcome physical barriers and traditional 
time + cost barriers


+ Minerva University: A New Model (Jeff)
+ Established in 2011 as an edtech startup
+ Education is fully virtual and focuses on developing student’s ability 


to think critically and communicate effectively











The Idea of a Multiversity
Key Takeaways (pt. 1):
+ Big picture:


+ Universities have transformed from 
communities of masters and students to a 
series of many communities including 
undergraduates, graduates, humanists, social 
scientists, scientists, professional students, 
non academic personnel, administrators, etc. 
(p. 14)







The Idea of a Multiversity
Key Takeaways (pt. 2):


+ The modern American Multiversity is the result blending the British and German university 
models with the incorporation of new elements:


+ American Universities made earnest efforts to replicate the residence halls, student 
unions, intramural playfields, and undergraduate libraries of Oxford and Cambridge (p. 13)


+ University Presidents Daniel Gilman at Johns Hopkins at Charles W. Eliot at Harvard 
elevated graduate studies and research in the late 19th century in alignment with the 
German model (p. 10)


+ In the early 20th century the University of Wisconsin became involved with legislative 
programs, the trade union movement and developed agricultural and urban extensions 
as never before seen → the university began to serve the whole state (p. 12)







The Idea of a Multiversity
Key Takeaways (pt. 3):
+ Governance:


+ “As the institution becomes larger, administration becomes more 
formalized and separated as a distinct function; as the institution 
becomes more complex, the role of administration becomes more 
central in integrating it” (p. 21)


+ Competitors for power include students, faculty, administrators, 
and public authority


+ University Presidents today must act as mediator-initiators that 
ensure peace and progress (p. 27)







HOW DID WE BUILD OUR OWN UNIVERSITY?
+ “ Organized Anarchies”


+ Lots of different goals
+ Ex: excellence vs student well-being


+ Durkheim - moral values:
+ Ex: Human University (self care, emotional well being)


+ Loosely coupled
+ Different services → different autonomous departments


+ Marxism - class structures
+ Financial aid, job readiness, others forms of cultural capital







Harvard as a Multiversity
+ Decentralized Governance:


+ Made up of many individual parts primarily managed by 
many deans and their respective offices


+ The Harvard Corporation manages the endowment and 
budget


+ Differential dependence on larger institution among 
schools:


+ Independent: HBS, TH Chan School of Public Health
+ Dependent: The Divinity School, Radcliffe







Thanks!
Any questions?
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Week 8:
Student Agency, 


Influence, & Activism


By Emily Rios and Timary Sessions







Student Agency


Agency is the undetermined nature of human action. 


3 Types of Agency


1. Individual Agency
○ When an individual acts on their own behalf


2. Proxy Agency
○ Influencing others who have the resources


3. Collective Agency
○ When people act together 







Early Conceptions of Agency
1. Ancient Romans 2 Types of Agency:


a. War and Politics (vita activa)
b. Philosopher (vita completiva)


2.       Machiavelli (1520) - fortune controls one half, 
we are in control of other half 


3.       Marx (1860) - collective groups pursuit in social 
revolution
(Leninists, Maoists, Third Worldists)


4.       Intentionality? Postmodernism → unstable    
and shifting (rationality suppresses creativity)


5.       Giddens (1984)- structure and agency are parts 
of a whole, structure are not totalities







Student Agency 
in Higher 
Education


● No comprehensive theory of student 
agency in HE


● For student, agency corresponds with a 
more intentional form of action 


● In Klemenčič’s definition, empowerment 
of individuals with citizenship within the 
institution to act


● Agency is a force of self formation and 
self actualization 


● Students as institutional entrepreneurs







Student Activism


Student activism refers to any political engagements of students to bring about 
political and social change. 


● Collective vs. Individual Action
● One off acts vs. organized or durable engagement
● Violent vs. Non-Violent


Rise of student protest from 1960s and 70s around the world







Modes of Student Impact


Representation
Political institutions within HE, 


change through formal 
structures and proxy


Examples: Student 
governments, associations


Activism
Collective/individual action to 
bring political/social change, 


one-off or durable events


Examples: 1960s (SNCC, 
Berkeley, etc), Apartheid, 


Occupy Wall Street


Service
Autonomous, serve students


Examples: affinity, religious, 
athletics, newspaper, cultural 


groups


Workers
Student campus employment, ? 
impact due to reduced costs of 
students vs full-time personnel


Examples: Research, TFs, library 
assistants, baristas, interns







Students as Consumers
Students impact HE as consumers “by 
signalling their consumer preferences, by 
evoking their consumer rights in making 
demands in educational processes or by using 
complain mechanisms.” 


Neoliberal marketization of HE -> students as 
consumers and customers 


Students make significant personal financial 
contributions toward HE


- Impact on student-professor 
relationships


- “Unrealistic expectations” for HE







Guest Speaker: 
Rakesh Khurana


● Dean of Harvard College
○ Is an advocate/voice for 


undergraduate students
● Student Activism


○ Dodged questions
○ “Making friends” with 


administration for change


● Exclusion in Universities
○ Emphasized student role in 


exclusion (ie Final Clubs), ignoring 
institutional role (no Ethnic 
Studies department, little social 
space, etc).


● Embracing Discomfort







New Perspectives - Student Discussion Posts


Lourdes 


● Undermining of professor’s roles in the university
● Students being unable retain  professor’s skill and 


knowledge
● Reasonable for students to self-sabotage their learning 


to earn their degree 


Ashley


● Harvard hiring course assistants to reduce the burdens 
of hiring new staff


● Avoidance of administrative cost and time of the hiring 
process


Timary Lauren
● Discussion of student activism in non-


democratic/authoritarian regimes
● 1989 Tiananmen Square protests in China
● Student wide movement that had political impact


● Efficacy of the Undergraduate Council 
● Activities fee to be turned into freedom dividends 
● Abolish UC campaign received the most votes in an 


election







New Perspectives - Student Discussion Posts


Jeffery 


● The role of the UC, whether they’re in a position to make 
change


● Can a student government be an agent of change in a 
university that disagrees with such a matter?


John


● Harvard graduate student strike
● How graduate students exercising their agency is also 


exercising citizenship and civic engagement


Felix Sienna
● How often do Harvard students go out of their way to 


make an impactful organization?
● No new emergence of improv groups


● Interested in getting more perspective on activist 
movements throughout higher education







New Perspectives - Student Discussion Posts


Emma


● Students as consumers
● Privileged vs. underprivileged students, who takes on 


more agency?


Abel


● Is student advocacy and agency mainly organized and 
led by students from marginalized backgrounds?


● Are these burdens moral and/or ethical, and/or are they 
fair?


Kathryn Vera
● What does it mean for individuals who don’t attend 


higher educational institutions?
● What is the historical context of universities in the effort 


to develop democratic societies?


● Not thinking of yourself as an adult at Harvard
● Treating students as adults who are voluntarily pursuing 


an education better promotes student agency and 
democratic processes







New Perspectives - Student Discussion Posts


Marcos


● Future of student agency
● Influence of social media in contemporary activism


Claudia


● Individual, proxy, and collective activism in Harvard
● Proxy through UC
● Individual through Q guide
● Collective through student unions & activist groups


Emily
● Global contexts of student activism
● Framing of student activism by the government
● Massacre in Mexico, violence ensued by the government, 


named student activists the villains


Remi
● How higher education institutions rely heavily on student 


unpaid labor and how this places an unfair burden on 
students


● Institutions not providing support to people experiencing 
homelessness







Thank You!


Any Questions?







TEMPLATE SLIDES 
BELOW


Above are actual presentation slides







Summary


Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor 
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.







Title:
Book Title


Author:
Wendy Writer


Publisher:
Publisher Name


Copyright Date:
20XX


About







Setting


Where did it happen?


Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor 
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.


How about when??


Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor 
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.


Incididunt ut labore et dolore.


Consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod 
tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna 
aliqua.







Main Characters


Wendy Writer
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 


consectetur adipiscing elit, sed 
do eiusmod tempor


Ronny Reader
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis 
nostrud exercitation ullamco 
laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea 


commodo consequat


Abby Author
Duis aute irure dolor in 


reprehenderit in voluptate velit 
esse cillum dolore eu fugiat 


nulla pariatur


Berry Books
Excepteur sint occaecat 


cupidatat non proident, sunt in 
culpa qui officia deserunt mollit 


anim id est laborum







Conflict
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do 
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut 
labore et dolore magna aliqua







Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do 
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut 
labore et dolore magna aliqua


Solution







What’s the book’s 
main message? 
Use this slide to 
concisely state it.







Review


Would you recommend this book? 
Write your review here.








Academic Profession,        
Higher Education 


Professionals, & Workers


By Jack Our and Abel Berhan







The Invisible Workers 
(Judy Szekeres, 2004)







Who Are the Administrators?/Why Be Concerned?


● “Those people in universities who have a role that is predominantly 
administrative in nature, i.e. their focus is about either supporting the work 
of academic staff, dealing with students on non-academic matters or 
working in an administrative function such as finance, human resources, 
marketing, public relations, business development, student administration, 
academic administration, library, information technology, capital or property” 
(Szekeres, 2004, p. 7-8)


● University administrators are largely invisible
○ Literature & data
○ University managers
○ Feminized workforce
○ Government publications







The Current Contexts and Discourses


● Increase of surveillance and privatization of universities
○ Neoliberal agenda
○ Public institutions remodeling themselves along commercial lines (corporate managerialism)


● Managerialism
○ Accountability →managerial control
○ “People at the top of the chain of command assume greater importance as they are held 


responsible for the performance of those reporting to them” (Szekeres, 2004, p. 9-10)
○ Senior management staff & hierarchical decision-making processes
○ Administrative staff might be seen to have more power and credence than academic staff →


texts written from the point of view of academics are likely to take a cynical and critical views 
of administrators







The Current Contexts and Discourses


● Corporatization
○ “Universities adopting corporate structures & modes of operation” (strategic planning, key 


performance indicators, & program evaluation, etc.) (Szekeres, 2004, p. 10)
○ Development of new administrative units (marketing, business development, human resources, 


etc.)
■ “Using up resources that could better be used by academic departments” (Szekeres, 2004, 


p. 10)
○ Administrative staff are seen as having greater importance


● Marketization
○ Intense competition among universities for students, government funds, and corporate dollars
○ Subtheme: the university’s activities as products
○ Marketing unit







The Current Contexts and Discourses


● Audit
○ All university activities are now considered auditable
○ “Academic staff have behaved as most professions do, having virtually no regulations over 


their work but rather self-regulating through behavioral norms embedded in their discipline” 
(slowly changing) (Szekeres, 2004, p. 12)


○ Administrative units which focus on audit & quality assurance
■ Again, using up resources that could better be used by academic departments


○ Audit gives administrators more power







Themes from the Text


● Confusion of terms
○ “Administration”: senior management
○ Mainly made up of academic rather than administrative staff (e.g., dean)
○ Management & leadership


● Differing working conditions
○ “Administrative staff have different working conditions to academic staff [...] (more pay, 


better parking spots, lower workloads, etc.)” (Szekeres, 2004, p. 15)
○ Academic administrators vs. professional administrators
○ Statistics do not establish “whether the working conditions for administrative staff have 


improved relative to academic staff” (Szekeres, 2004, p. 16)







Themes from the Text


● Menial/women’s work
○ Women’s work (booking rooms, typing notices, etc.)
○ “Administrative roles are, on the whole, more complex, more specialized, more skilled and 


more responsive to the external environment” today than in the 1970s (Szekeres, 2004, p. 17)
● Taking over/too powerful


○ There is a perception “that there has been substantial growth in numbers of           
administrative staff relative to academic staff” (Szekeres, 2004, p. 18)
■ Not reflected in statistics 


○ However, the number of senior administrators has gone up
■ Visibility


○ Overt/position power vs. tacit power
■ Low-level females, secretarial positions, knowledge







Younger academics’ constructions of 
“authenticity”, “success” and professional 


identity 
(Louise Archer, 2008)







Overview of Text


● Question/Topic
○ How are younger academics’ identities formed in the context of work 


● Subjects 
○ Sample of eight younger academics between the ages of 30-35
○ Subjects are based out of universities within the UK
○ Subjects come from a range of backgrounds (gender, racial, subject area, etc.) 


● Data Collection
○ Semi-structured interviews 
○ Snowball sample 







Key Ideas & Terminologies 


● “Feeling Academic”
○ “Being” Academic: 


■ Embodying the qualities and practices of being knowledgeable, intellectual, critical, 
etc. (Archer, 2008, p. 397).


○ “Doing” Academia: 
■ Performing research related activities (e.g. writing grant proposals, publishing), which 


helps with constructing academic identity (Archer, 2008, p. 398).
○ “Having” Academia: 


■ Possessing the appropriate knowledge, publications, credentials and reputation, etc. 
(Archer, 2008, p. 397).







Key Ideas & Terminologies (continued) 


● “New times”: 
○ New Public Managerialism 


■ “New public managerialism has sought ‘to produce in individuals higher levels of flexibility, 
productivity and co-operation with national economic objectives for the economic benefit of the 
nation” (Archer, 2008, p. 286


○ Audit Explosion 
■ The constant surveillance and assessment of performance 


● Authenticity / Legitimacy: 
○ How one can candidly and uniquely be themselves in the context of their identity, personality, research and 


interests, physical appearance, etc. 
● Self-governance: 


○ “A governmentality of the soul,” (Archer, 2008, p. 389). How one actively manages and controls themselves 
● “Unbecoming”:


○ “Involves conflicts and instances of inauthenticity, marginalization, and exclusion” (Archer, 2008, p. 387).







Themes & Key Findings from the Text


● Overall Findings:
○ The sample of academics experienced inauthenticity due to various factors, including: 


■ Age  
■ Race 
■ Class 
■ Gender 


○ These various structural locations constrained subjects abilities to perform “success” and 
“be academic” 


● Conflictive Nature of Academia
○ “Process of bidding” , or pressure for academics to bring in money for universities 


■ Academics are expected produce publications and external revenue for research 
○ Motives to achieve certain markers of success and reperform, rather than preserve 


authenticity      







Themes & Key Findings from the Text 
(Continued)


● Examples
○ Age


■ “Some of the more established staff, how they talk to peers is definitely different from 
the way they talk to you”


■ Lack of respect and seriousness with younger academics 
■ Success isn’t emulated with “younger looks” 
■ Age oftentimes intersects with other social locations (e.g. appear as a young woman)


○ Race / Gender 
■ Code-switching or using workforce and academic lingo 
■ Subconscious bias 
■ Embedded racism/gender inequalities (e.g. lack of representation)







Further Inquiry 


● Question to further consider: 
○ How can universities and subject departments incentivize and support academics in being 


authentic in their pursuits, interests, and identities 


○ How can universities and administrators reduce the ambiguity of the academic profession
■ Additionally how can they reduce the burdens of academics 







Universities: Past, Present,       
& Future Webinar







Glen Jacobs (Professor of Higher Education, 
University of Toronto)







Glen Jacobs (Professor of Higher Education, 
University of Toronto)







Glen Jacobs (Professor of Higher Education, 
University of Toronto)







Professor Marek Kwiek (UNESCO Chair in Institutional 
Research and Higher Education, University of Poznan, 
Poland)







Professor Marek Kwiek (UNESCO Chair in Institutional 
Research and Higher Education, University of Poznan, 
Poland)







Professor Marek Kwiek (UNESCO Chair in Institutional 
Research and Higher Education, University of Poznan, 
Poland)







Discussion Posts







Timary


● “The Invisible Workers” was 
written in 2004. Timary wonders 
how university administrators’ 
roles have changed since then, 
and if they have become even 
more corporate-like. She 
hypothesizes that post-2008, 
administrators’ roles have become 
more financially-focused than they 
are student/faculty-focused.


● Timary also points out that “The 
Invisible Workers” chooses to 
“[look] only at white-collar 
workers,” excluding a large portion 
of people who are even more 
invisible than administrators, like 
campus custodians (Szekeres, 
2004, p. 8).


Ashley Jeffrey


● The graduate student strike
○ Ashley mentions that the 


National Labor Relations 
Board (NLRB) does 
recognize graduate 
students as employees; 
however, the NLRB took 
a different stance during 
the Trump presidency, 
meaning graduate 
students remain in a 
legally fluctuating space.


○ “Many institutions 
continue to argue that 
student workers are 
students, not employees 
entitled to collective 
bargaining rights” 
(Flaherty, 2021). 


● Younger staff members are 
likely to be more approachable 
and offer experiences similar to 
those of current 
undergraduates, making them 
appealing mentors for students. 
It is also unfair. 


● Jeffrey wonders if the stress-
inducing demands of an 
academic career scare off 
prospective faculty members 
who would want to make 
meaningful contributions to 
knowledge.







Sienna


● “Joanne defined ‘real’ success 
in personal, intrinsic terms -- as 
achieving a good ‘work-life 
balance’ and ‘being happy’ in 
her personal life’” (Archer, 2008, 
p. 400).
○ This provoked Sienna to 


think about recent 
conversations with her 
friends and our 
discussion with Dean 
Rakesh Khurana about 
happiness (students who 
come to Harvard act as if 
they have to prove 
themselves all over 
again).


Vera Felix


● Vera points out that we often 
talk about how imposter 
syndrome affects 
undergraduate students, but we 
rarely discuss imposter 
syndrome in young academics.


● “Thus being (and appearing) 
‘young’ (and female) 
constituted a barrier that many 
younger academic women 
felt...” (Archer, 2008, p. 393)
○ Vera says that 


expectations around 
dress, make-up, and hair 
set women back even in 
high school.


● Felix considers how he interacts with 
administrative workers on a regular 
basis:
○ Resolving rooming logistics 


with House administrators
○ Picking up packages from the 


mailroom
○ Tapping into the professional 


advising network
○ Calling up IT for trouble with 


Wi-Fi connectivity
● Felix does not completely agree with 


the idea that the role of administrative 
staff is entirely efficiency-driven.
○ Felix has seen House Deans & 


Tutors consistently go the 
extra mile to to put on over-
the-top Open Houses and 
Study Breaks.







Kathryn


● Observations: 
○ Marketization leads to 


the commodification of 
education and education 
being managed by 
market motives rather 
than pedagogical 
guidance 


● Questions: 
○ Where a student is 


basically a “consumer”, 
how do we 
measure/value the 
“product” being sold?  


Lourdes Emily


● Observations:
○ Tenure process includes 


feedback for candidates 
○ Barrier to entry for 


younger and 
underrepresented 
academics with 
tenureship 


● Questions: 
○ What impact are student 


movements and 
awareness for tenure-
denied faculty having on 
administrative 
decisions?


● Observations: 
○ Academia and graduate 


programs being highly 
competitive in nature, 
and the many aspects 
individuals should 
consider before going 
into a graduate program 


○ The role of social 
location (race, gender, 
socioeconomic status) 
in creating hurdles within 
academia 







Marcos


● Observations:
○ The various emotions 


and ambiguity 
surrounding the tenure 
process 


○ The contradictions that 
arise with the tenure 
process, such as 
candidates seeking the 
same/similar tenured 
positions evaluating 
each other  


● Questions:
○ How persuaded are 


scholars from not going 
into these positions and 
do they really have other 
options?


Claudia 


● Observations:
○ Hiring patterns reversed 


the positive trend of 
increasing Black, 
Hispanic and Asian 
American scholars 
during the great 
recession, and the 
possible parallels with 
the Covid-19 Pandemic 


○ Diverse candidate pool is 
not enough if the hiring 
process and tenure track 
process is flawed


Lauren


● Observations: 
○ Professor Roland Fryer’s 


status as a “rising star” 
despite the allegations 
and investigations he 
was facing


● Questions:
○ How do you hold a 


professor accountable 
for their behavior without 
undermining their 
successes and 
contributions?


○ How important are Title 
IX allegations to the 
University and does that 
importance change 
based on who the parties 
involved?  







Emma


● Observations:
○ The unsettling 


testimonies and 
experiences of 
individuals on the tenure 
track


○ The role candidates play 
between pedagogy, 
research, student 
support, etc. 


○ Theme of opacity: 
information is never 
straightforward and 
centralized, creating 
barriers 
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Higher Education 
Politics & Policies


Emma Robertson | Marcos Ríos







State


- Regulatory and financial 
influence, particularly over public 
institutions
- Influential in guiding institutional 
development
- Accountability


Social Contract


“How to balance institutional 
autonomy as freedom from 


interference of the state with the 
accountability of the institutions 


toward the state and the public for 
responsible use of public funds” (5)


Institution


- At least partial autonomy is 
important for schools
- Protects education from 
authoritative governance to 
varying degrees depending on 
nation state


Authority and Higher Education







Three Key Premises of Higher Education Institutions


Authority
Whose influence matters?


State (federal, state), University? Academic 
Oligarchy?


Whose preferences are shaping the 
direction of governance?


National? Regional? Political actors? 
Collective action? (e.g. Unions)


Knowledge


What type of knowledge and 
research is being produced?
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Institutional Autonomy


Involvement in policy/politics, 
governance, and managerial 


autonomy







Vertical


Horizontal


Reputational diversification — Differences 
between prestige


Functional Diversification — Different missions, 
purposes; functional task division (i.e. 


community colleges, 4-year state colleges, 
research universities)


Diversification







Neoliberalism


Economic Reform 
Policies Implementing more “market-like” competitiveness


Change in Power Restricting state’s role, empowering the individual


State’s Role State control → State supervision (e.g. performance-based 
funding, accountability measures)


Financing Passing burden of financing education from state to individual







Market Industry


Markets
-Demand/Supply through price 
mechanisms
-Consumers make choices on the basis 
of information about price, quality, and 
availability


Marketization
-The reorganization of the provision of 
goods and services as in the economic 
market
-More private providers, but the state 
still regulates







Markets: Public and Private Benefits of HE


Public
-Producing values and social legitimation
-Selecting elites
-Training for the labor force
-Producing new knowledge


Private
-Increased wages and better financial 
recovery
-Growth in personal human capital*
-Improved health, improved education 
prospects for children, increased longevity *Heterogenous rates of return — gaps across 


gender, socioeconomic levels, ethnicities, etc.







Marketization of Higher Education


Arguments for
-More internal efficiency due to increased 
competition
-Graduates receive private benefits (e.g. 
higher salaries)
-Greater supply of HE


Arguments against
-Market failure: inability to optimize efficiency
-Highly diversified funding (state, individuals)
-HE services are too diverse functionally and by reputation
-Exacerbates stratification (i.e. decreases social mobility)
-Reduces institutional diversity and potentially quality of 
education and value (think grade inflation, evaluation of work)







Global Higher Education Industry







Global Higher Education Industry


Students
Increase in enrollment and 


international mobility


Investments
Investments in HE, For-profit schools,  


and Collaborations between 
businesses and leading institutions 


HE Job Market
Administrative Jobs, Faculty, and 


Private Consultants


Technology
Rapid expansion of eLearning and 
need for technological support in 


the advancement of HE







Higher Ed in A Post-
Pandemic World


Business Model


Access & Inclusion


Purpose & Credentialism







Online Options
- Threaten tradition HE model
- Cost effective, questioning & 


maximizing value
- Increased access
- Work from home


Changes to Industry and Business Model







Career-Focused
- Main objective: preparing for 


employment
- 2020 Gallup Survey of 32,585 currently 


enrolled college students: 88% of 
freshmen say "getting a good job" is 
main reason they enroll in college


Credentials
- Skills-based
- Google treating tech certificates 


equivalent to degree (130 companies)


Evolving Purpose Behind Higher Education 







Equal Access
- Diversity across variety of 


backgrounds
- Disability Services
- Accomodations
- Care for well-being and mental 


health


Increasing Push for Equal Access







Questions to Consider


How many publicly-supported 
HEIs does a nation need? What 


types?


Public?
Private non-profit?
Private for-profit?


Community?
Vocational?
Research?


Who should pay for HEIs?


Students?
Parents?


Tax payers/Government?


How can HEI maximize 
efficiency, value, and rate of 


return?


Cost per student?
Can technology cut costs?


Research increasing or decreasing 
productivity?


What should be the priorities of HEIs institutions?







Research Framework


Resource 
Dependency Theory


Does resource allocation 
affect researched topics?


Institutional 
Theory


Are universities copying 
themselves for success?







Resource Dependency Theory


● An analysis of how the scarcity of resources (funding) 
affects the decision making of universities.


● Universities adopt new research methods and new 
efficient methodology on the obtaining of resources.


● Allows for external sources of funding to control what is 
researched and taught in certain institutions.


● Is ultimately an adaptation to its environment.







Institutional Theory
What role do other institutions decisions play in 
decision-making?


Examines way in which institutions affect their 
environments and the structures of higher 
education, as they can reconstruct the norms and 
beliefs that guide actions.


Institutional Isomorphism - The phenomenon of 
increasing institutional similarities due to 
requirements of the state, prestige elevation, and 
market necessities. 







Policy-Making 
in the


US







Policy-Making in 
Congress
● Focuses on Higher Education through 


broader pieces of legislation.
● Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions 


committee (HELP) - Controls Educational 
Decisions


● Appropriations Subcommittee on Labor, 
Health and Human Services, Education, 
and Related Agencies - Controls funding 
for such decisions.







Department of Education


1 Federal Student Aid manages the majority 
of the DOE’s budget.


Shared information for the College 
Scorecard until 2014.


2 Works with the treasury in setting budgets.


3 Recognizes universities for accreditation.







Important Legislation


Higher 
Education 
Act (HEA)


Equal 
Opportunity in 
Education Act 
(Title IX)


1965 - Increased federal funding, created 
scholarships, and provided low-interest loans to 
students. 


1974 - Prohibits discrimination on any basis 
against faculty, students and staff and requires 


students’ equal participation.







International 
Higher 
Educational 
Politics & 
Policies







Governance


To modify this graph, click on it, follow the link, change the 
data and paste the resulting graph here, replacing this one


Costa Rica and 
Guatemala are the only 
countries in the world 
where there is no 
government agency 
responsible for higher 
education.[1]







Target Groups for Equity







Specific Equity Programs


Figure from 
[1] Salmi, 
Jamil. (2018)







Different Financing Instruments


Pakistan


Government sponsored 
specific grants for girls in 


higher education.


Kazakhstan


Voucher-like scheme for top 
students at public universities 


to attend private ones.
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Australia & New 
Zealand


Income-contingent student 
loan scheme (ICL)







Different Financing Instruments


Ireland


Fund for Students with 
Disabilities.


South Africa


Funding based on Black 
student representation.
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Inter-Governmental Organizations


● United Nations Organization for 
Education, Science and Culture 
(UNESCO)


● World Bank
● European Commission
● Organization for Economic 


Cooperation and Development 
(OECD)


No regional development bank focuses on equity in 
Higher Education except for the Asian Development 
Bank.
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Review of Week 2: Historical Perspectives


Humboldtian - Germanic Tradition Napoleonic - French Tradition


Governance: Strong state bureaucracy, weak administration, 


autonomous professors


Governance: State authority controlled everything -


universities were a “branch of state administration’


Union of teaching and research Research was conducted at different institution


Students have freedom to self direction, in their research, 


curriculum, examination, etc. 


Strictly specialized institutions with emphasis to students on 


professional education, everything was relegated by the state


Wissenschaft - rigorous scientific investigation free


from interference from politics  (academic freedom)


Scientific investigation and meritocratic spirit largely 


informed by the state and their requirements







Review (cont.) HE in the United States


Harvard College


● Strong English tradition with emphasis on socialization and character formation, similar to Oxford 


& Cambridge


● Diffusion from Germanic tradition with its emphasis on research 


● Distinctive presidential governance vs academic self governance (Humboldtian)







United States







International 


* Asian and Islamic civilizations had educational institutions that predate medieval universities in Europe, but these medieval more 


closely resemble modern universities


The Platonic 


Academy of Greece


387 BCE


1088


The first true university, 


an institution called such, 


was founded in Bologna, 


Italy. universities were 


more of an association or 


a guild for learning 


particular crafts


1096


University of 


Oxford


Al-Quarawiyyin 


University was 


established at 


Fez in Morocco


859 


University of Santo 


Tomas (oldest 


university in Asia)


1611


1636


Harvard University


18th Century


Disciplines began to break 


away from the humanities, 


more focus on the sciences


Religion became less 


important (secular 


universities emerged)


19th Century







International


AFRICA


● “Modern” higher education systems in Africa are largely a product of European colonial frameworks


● However, the 2,700 years old tradition of elite education of Ethiopia with an African script called Ge’ez could also 


be taken as an example of higher form of education in pre - colonial Africa (Woldegiorgis et. al, 2013)


ASIA


● Heavily influenced by European institutions


LATIN AMERICA


● First universities in 16th century → aimed to copy the medieval model and was under control of the Crown and 


the Church







Higher Education in the United States: 


History of Student Generated Social Movements







Social Movement:  “a student movement…relatively organized effort…large number of 


students to either bring about or prevent change in…policies, institutional personnel, social 


structure (institutions), or cultural aspects of society.” Gill, et al. (2009)


Political Social Movement: “actors and organizations seeking to alter power deficits and to 


effect social transformations through the state by mobilizing regular citizens for sustained 


political action.” Amenta et al. (2010)


Definitions 







The 1960s was a decade of unrest on campuses around the world and the U.S. 


in particular with protests against the escalating war in Vietnam, the lack of 


civil rights for people of color, and sexism on campuses.


● Until the 1960s, “universities were functioning like well oiled socialization machines” whose goal was to 


produce the right person for the right job, however, something happened, and revolutions were born 


(Salter, 1973)


● The USA had been the pioneer of ‘mass’ higher education: by the late 1960s, 30 percent of the age-group 


was in college (Jones, 1969: 32)


● (1964) UC-Berkeley. “The Beginning”, The Free Speech Movement (Barker, 2008)


● In the academic year 1968-69, 70 per cent of private universities and 43 per cent of public universities 


reported ‘severe student unrest’, often involving battles with the police. The climax of the American 


student protest movement came in spring 1970. Students at Kent State University in Ohio organized a 


protest in the wake of the US bombing of Cambodia. When the National Guard were sent onto the 


campus, they shot dead four students and injured nine more on 4 May. (Barker, 2008)


● The protest waves on the 1960s and early 1970s was an international phenomenon


● It wasn’t until the United States’ final retreat from Vietnam (1975) that student rebellion ended in 


America







Protests at Harvard 


● (November 1966) Demonstration against a visit by Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara


● (December 1968), an SDS (Students for a Democratic Society)-led cohort tried to sit in on a faculty meeting 


focused on ROTC, forcing its postponement → lead to reduction of ROTC to extracurricular status and a 


student role in Afro-American studies appointments







History of University Admissions


● Middle Ages


○ “wandering scholars” would go to teacher congregations and pay a fee to 


learn from them


○ Majority of students were clerics and under strong religious influences from 


popes, emperors, and kings


● Early 19th Century


○ Humboldtian: little information, professors served as gatekeepers


○ Napoleonic: intense competition, special tutoring schools to enter the 


Grandes Écoles 
○ England (Victorian Era): selecting from a professional circle, elite public school 


pathway







History of Admissions in United States


● 1636 - Founding of Harvard College


● 17th and 18th centuries: Harvard and new universities that emerged predominantly 


examined a prospective student’s “character, background, and proficiency in Greek and 


Latin” 


● Early 19th century, new subjects began to be included, mainly arithmetic


○ Ex. University of Chicago had the requirement of a modern language subject


● Mid - 19th century: no uniform system of admissions - led to: 


○ Disconnect between colleges and secondary schools


○ Conflicting/ exorbitant entrance requirements (ex. Harvard had 10 exams including 


Geography, Algebra, Geometry, Physical Geometry, English Grammar, English Composition, 


Ancient History, US History, Greek and Latin. )


○ Intervention from the National Education Association,


■ 1900: Official announcement of the College Entrance Examination Board (CollegeBoard)







College Entrance Examination Board


● 1900-1926: created uniform essay based exams in English, French, German, 


History, Mathematics, etc. 


○ Typical parts of the application followed: transcript, collection of personal 


demographic information, etc


● 1926: Creation of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)


○ Intention: efficiently and effectively recruit strong students by testing for 


aptitude in place of mastery


● 1935: SAT becomes a requirement at Harvard, 1939 it became a mechanism to 


determine scholarship award







Why is the College Board/ SAT important in our historical 


context?


1. The problems that exist within the College Board (affordability, racial bias, 
etc.) are a reflection of the inequalities that exist within schools - stratification 
occurs before even entering the HE space


2. Impact of the College Board on college access is nuanced
3. Key example of further bureaucratization & marketization in HE


a. College Admissions as a career
b. Signaled the bureaucratization and marketization of schools, rival test of ACT
c. Represents one aspect of the admissions process that has not evolved with the holistic 


practices, socioeconomic inclusion with need blind admissions, etc. 
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